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Abstract: Database management systems have been widely used for storing and retrieving data. However, databases are difficult to use and there
interface is complex and the same is difficult to access. To make it easy for a user to retrieve data, an interface is developed in which a database
can be accessed by a user through querying in Hindi language and to get the result in same language. In order to develop an improved Hindi
language graphical user interface to database management system. The proposed system can handle single and multiple columns retrieval
queries, selection of whole table, conditional queries (between, in), join queries and queries that include nested, functions and logical operators.
Since a user should not be able to update or delete data from database so the user is suggest on selection queries.
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queries are those queries that have been executed earlier and
I.

INTRODUCTION

stored by user after their execution. The proposed system

We require information in our daily life. One of the

can handle single and multiple columns retrieval queries,

major sources of information is database. Database

selection of whole table, conditional queries, join queries

management systems have been widely used for storing and

and queries that include functions and logical operators.

retrieving data. However, databases are difficult to use and

Since a user should not be able to update or delete data from

there interface is complex and the same is difficult to access.

database so the user is suggest on selection queries.

To make it easy for a user to retrieve data, an interface is

Using Java Swing, a graphical user interface has been

developed in which a database can be accessed by a user

designed for the system. SQL Server has been used as

through querying in Hindi language and to get the result in

database and it is connected to java using Java database

same language. Since existing system had some limitations

connectivity. All the data values stored in database are in

so we removed those drawbacks of existing system by

Hindi language. This is done by using Unicode character set.

adding valuable features. In order to develop an improved

Hindi Shallow parser is used to parse the input Hindi

Hindi language graphical user interface to database

sentence. It is used to tokenize the Hindi input query. The

management system a STUDENT database is identified as a

tested queries contain almost all type of selection queries.

case study. The database has two tables Student and

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Department which contains the information of students and
departments respectively, both tables have a common

There are many systems, the best known NLIDB of sixities

attributes. A query can be done in two ways either by typing

and early seventies were developed which can be

or selecting the query from stored tested queries. Tested

summarized as below:
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Table 1. Summary of Existing System

III.

ARCHITECTURE OF NLIDB SYSTEMS

The architecture of interface to database using Hindi
language is composed of four phases. The phases are given
below




To tokenize the input Hindi sentence.
Map the tokens with lexicon which store all the
tokens and their corresponding English.
Formulate SQL query with the help of query
generator.
Execute the query and display result on interface
to user.

Detail of each phase is described below.
Tokenize input Hindi sentence: In this phase Hindi
sentence is split into tokens. This is done with fact
that all the tokens are separated by a space gap from
each other. All the tokens which we get in this
phase are stored in an array. Tokens are words of
Hindi language. Token may be a table name, column
name,

condition,

any value,

command

name,

operation name or any non-useful word.
Semantic Parsing : Lexicon store all the Hindi
tokens, their corresponding English word and type
of token whether it is table name, column name,
any value, operation, command or something else.
Tokens which we

extracted in above step are

matched with the tokens stored in lexicon one by
one. If it matches then its corresponding English
word is saved along with its type. This is the most
important phase. All the useless tokens discarded in
this phase only useful tokens are stored. After this
step we will have with table name, field name
(columns name), conditions, function etc. which will
Fig. 1 Model of Existing System

be further used to make SQL query.
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Formulate SQL query: Now in the beginning of this

this token in command string. Command can be

phase we are with table name, column name,

insert, select, update or delete. Command name in

condition and command etc. SQL is generated in this

our input example query is „ crkvks ‟. We store

phase according to Hindi sentence.

the equivalent English. Command.english =

Execute query and display result to user: In this

Select

phase the above get SQL query is executed and



Map token for condition and operation: For our

result of which in Hindi language is displayed to user

example query vad 50 ls 60 ds chp” are stored in

on the interface.


temp_list. In our example sentence these array list

Tokenizing : Tokens are gathered from the input
sentence by using the logic that all the tokens are
separated by a gap from their adjacent tokens.
The above sentence has 15 tokens. Some of
them are useless that have no further use. So on
end of this step we will have all the tokens. These
8 tokens are -

have following values.
Column_arraylistBETWEEN,

Condition_arraylist-

logicalop_arraylist-

and

Value_arraaylist-50,60
Therefore output of this phase is marks BETWEEN
50 and 60


Create SQL query: we create the SQL query in

mu lHkh fo/kkFkhZ;ks ds uke crkvks ftuds vad 50 ls 60 ds chp es gSs A


marks,

this way

Discard the useless tokens : To find out the

“command” “column(s)name” from “table_name”

nature of tokens whether it is table name,

where “condition”

field

name, condition, command, operation or

any useless token we create a database TOKEN
which has all the tokens that can be given by

Therefore for our example sentence SQL query isSelect

student.name

from

student

where

marks

BETWEEN 50 and 60

user for our STUDENT database. This database
has four fields id, Hindi_token, English_token,




Execute SQL query: The SQL query is excuted on

type. Type tells about the nature of token.

the database.The output is provided to user on user

Map tokens to table name: In this step we store

interface in hindi language.

all the tables name in English.



Error messages : If the query given by user

In our example query „fo/kkFkhZ;ks’ ‟ is the table_name.

doesn’t contain sufficient tokens to be converted

Table_name.english = STUDENT. So

into a SQL query then a message is provided to

the STUDENT is saved as table name.

the user says syntax error in query please rephrase



Map tokens for Function, Fields: Field string

the query. This will help the user to understand that

may have single column or may have multiple

it is linguistic failure.

columns and these columns may belong to same
table or may reside in different tables of
database therefore we would have need of joining
operation if fields are in different tables. In our
example Field String are uke
Output of this phase will be
table_name.column_name.english.
Student.name


Map the token with command name: We store

IV.

CONCLUSION

This system accepts query in Hindi Language that is
translated into SQL query by mapping the Hind
language words. Our proposed work removes the
problem of existing system of not supporting
functions, joining, logical operators, queries that
include nested, execute queries that include group by,
order by,Condition
( Between, in) successfully.
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